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while the cognitive-style approach to indiidualized
instruction is no panacea for all educational ills, it holds high
promise as a means of helping faculty and students to develop
effective learning environments. In utilizing this approach, several
factors must be considered. First, a clear distinction should be made
between cognitive style and ability or achievement. Cognitive style
is a matter of behavior and preference which cannot be measured
quantitatively on a norm-referenced basis, as can ability or
achievement. Second, while at least 30 models have been identified in
the literature for the implementation of cognitive style approache
they are all based on four precepts: individuals prefer to learn
differently: individual learning styles are identifiable:
institutions have a responsibility to consider cognitive style in
instructional deilvery; and students have a responsibility to
structure their learning environment in accordance with their
cognitive style. Fourth, an understanding of cognitive style theory
4_s valuable in both academic and non-academic settings and is useful
for all learners. Fifth, it is-not always desirable or possible to
match students' cognitive style with instructional styles. Finally, a
recognitioh of his/her cognitive style can help the student make
individual decisions about his/her approach to study and, thus, is
useful even when alternative learning methods are not available.
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the past decades, American Education has emphasized the

value of "6 c.t.Lon." in

le ,_,. c-)E age

instructional setti

ee t ma t ter s tudc`rlt eha is

other 4._variable, teachers have been encourag_A to '

Mu

rc or

If

"materials " and " systems have been dt vel Thee -c,

conclusive evidence to support the instruction a alne of some or

these individualized programs; h e there i.s indiputahle

evidence that "iwt,(: 'TiciaZized ia,stitact_A an is not the ans e-.7- to all the

challenges of educating our students:

Bloom's "mastery learning theory" f- -ther frustrated profe

sionals. lie suggested that ninety percent the learners who wanted

to learn should master the material. The teachers need only under-

stand the students' aptitude and ability and offer quality instruc-

tion while varying time requirements. What then was the

between theory and practice? Perhaps the unanswered question was:

HOW CAN WE VETRMINE WHICH OF THE STRATEGIES, TIME TRAMCS,

AND TEACHING ENVIDIOMENTS Mt. BE EFFECTIVE FOR EACH STUDENT?

Until the above question could be answered, the objective

of American Education to provide every person an equal opportunity

to receive an education of high quality could not be -eal zed.

While not the answer to all educational ills Cognitive Style

lds high promise of helping the educator and the student jointly

determine the most effective environment for learning. Information

about how the learner prefers to gain knOwledge does offer hope that

may do a better job of helping students learn.



Cocmi Live Style Different From Ability or Elchievctticnt

A clear distinction between

achievement

s.tti.tive Style and ability Or

essential to an understanding of the ccteent. it en

initially they are considered as similar or at least related. That

misconcepti accounts for a large measure of the i-1 surruinding

Cognitive Style.

Cognitive Style addresses behavior and Ab 1_i ancl

achievement are both measured as levels or attnim ent. Cm-',nit

Style is value 4'ree. There is no such thing as ood" or -1"

Cognitive Styles. Ability and chi ,ement fire doscri1 'd numet. i call

frequently on a comparative or norm reference -cis from to 100

grade level equivalents-- as percent lle rank Cognitive Style

addresses an individual's preference in one area or lack Of it in

that area and encourages comparison of the individual with himself

or herself in one or more areas- -not with a norm gni('

Style is concerned with qualitative differences of f-he dimensions

described rather than quantitative differences.

There are ManyCognitive Style tiodels Described in_42sear _li

At least thirty have been reported in the literature. Messick

(1970, pp. 188-189) defines nine. Cross (1976) refers Lc) those and

others and gives a rather detail sl description of the

Trsearched and reported: Field Dependence versus Field Independence

(pp. 111 - 133) . The 1979 National Association of condary School

Principals devoted an entire book (Student Learning Styles) to

Cognitive or Learning Style referencing representative instruments

in the appendix, Martha Maxwell (1979) devotes a chapter to C

Styles and describes the Hil1 model in some detail. She reports on



the implementation at Mountain View College, Kw-en Lie son (19/5)

lists and describes the principal researcher of a number of models.-

By name, there are more than c score of Cogniti.vo Style modQls.-

Published research is available on at least, one-ha] f Chit number.

Covnitive Style Implementation is Based on 4 Prcecp

1. InClividuals prefer to i.earn differently.

2. It is possible to determine (imperfectly) how individual_!-;

prefer to learn.

It is the responsibility of institutions and/or individuals

who provide learning environments Co consider [lie Cognitive tyle

of the learner (and of the instruction).

4. It is the student's responsibility to use provided Cognitive

Style information to structure his or her own learning environment,

CognitivaSt, s Ap=iately Used in Many Settings and with.

Any Learner

Cognitive Style has immediate appeal to those responsible for

training in academic or nonacademic instructional -settings because it

seeks to answer the questions relative to matching teaching behavior,

learning modes and learners.

-Awareness of Cognitive Style has ,bvious advantages both in an

academic setting and in anon-academic learning setting. The value

of Cognitive Style transcends learning settings to promote effective

Life-long learning habits in personal, business and educational

pursuits.

Each individual interacting with the concept of Cognitive Style

should benefit- from the experience. Obviously, the need for Cognitive

Style is most critical to those who have failed to benefit from the

previous "traditional" learning settings. Cognitive Style is most

valuable to minority students, students from low socio-economic



settings, and 'students with learning or phys disabilities: eir

is most obvious in an instructional setting. ,ver, Cogni

SL .useful to all .learners and all persons responsible for

Learning.

Cogitive Style and InstructionIt is Not Always Desirable to Match n

Ano t area -f frequent misun rstandi-L surronndinP,

Style involve., the desirability of matching learner anti If

it were possible to alwa- offer instruction in the manner "preferred

by the learner, to do so would be a great C- vice: (of course,

would also be impossible!) A Cognitive Style program takes into

account" the Cognitive Style of learner, instructor and instruction

to devise the most appropriate combination. When students h,

experienced considerable frustration in previous learni envinment.,:s,

er are enco.in- terrng tot-lly new and difficult material, or are

developmental students, a concerted attempt should be made by

instructors and students to match Cognitive Style of learner and

learning. 1 then students are reviewing; already mastered information,

are in accelerated programs, -e extremely bright individ -is or LY0

anticipating moving into an academic or wort neit where mat -chins',

will be improbable, mismatching should be serious ly cons by

learner andrinstructor. "Mismatching" is ,as important a component of

a Cognitive Style program as is 'matching." Moreover, other factors

need to be considered en planning instruction. Swimming must

involve s imming even for the student preferring to learn by reading"

Financial,pers- nel and physiCal factors are practical constraints

for selecting instruction. Cognitive Style is one fact be

considered when selecting instruction, but not necessari ly the factor.



Cognitive is Valuable With or Without Alternative h -ncrion

.1AvailabLe

Throtigh Cognitive Style, a profile of

learning style is derived. The instr

studenCs preferred

for and the learner can then

" "jointly'" select from available choices the most effective

materials and soLLings Co: let

tonic times, alternate instruction is unavailable or impraeL cal.

When that situation exists, Cognitive Style is equally or po sil lv

even more valuable for the student. Numerous les exist-

iii lor o Ola(

students to create their learning envirc meat apart from the of

prepared one- -they may elect to take notes not Co, to study with

a peer or alone, to tape a lecture or meet individually with an

instructor. Many students have riot idere

these options, if indeed they have considered

recognition of Cognitive Style also enables

d the relative merits of

the options. Stud lr

understandin of why

they may be experiencing frustration, how Co discuss differences

without attaching value laden emotions to those differences, or how

plan their time and learning effort. One of the most interesting

research projectS substantiate- the value of student Cognitive S-

kno-ledge. in a study by Mary Josephine Fourier of Join,.

Community College students were

groups. The experimental group

and had their map interpreted.

n County

to

divided into control and-experimental

was mapped with the hill.. instrument

The cx;latrol_ grs _up had ,LT non7cpgnitive

style instrument administered and interpreted. There were no

variables. The groups were mixed in class and-were not distinguishable

by the instructors. The results were dramatic. "Results showed

that statistically,signifiCant .higher mean differences in academic

achievement were obtained by the experimental group in all three

replicas. The size of the absolute differences in percentage points

7



(6.77 to 8.19) was large when conc;id(2ring the

between one semester letter grade and the next.

Cognitive Style Implementation is Growip.g

A number of institutions in a variety of instructional settin

have implemented a Cognitive Style program. There are in excess of

20 Cognitive Style models, and the implementation ranger-, from experi-

mental programs with few subjects to instituion-wide by involvement

rhe iii f ference

with thousands of sub'e rly. litive Style programs are found

in industry as a part of the training program and a a communie;-

skill tool at the management level. Programs involve preschool

children and adults at all age levels.

In a recent national survey conducted for the League for Innovation

in the Community College the authors surveyed 54 member colleges of

the League. The purpose of the proje_t was to provide members with

information on which of the League,instit ions were currently

one or more cognitive style inventories or instruments, and to provide

narrative description of the courses and programs utilizing Cognitive

Style. The information gathered during the spring and sumer of 1979

and compiled in the fall of 1979 indicated that 25 of the 54 institu-

tions surveyed have ongoing Cognitive Style proLrams. In these 25

colleges 8 instruments or models are being used to determine Cognitive

Style. The implementation in the League instit -utir ns ranged from

use in a single class to campus- -1- 1 volvement using the

midpoint of the report range it was determined. thar m 7,000

students were assessed yearly to determine Cognitive Style.

Cognitive Stute einbitacu a time-Cy concept: Student ad aelok

ate accountabfe. tioit teanitLng hha,vd h e.5 pa n,64 bLe..f:t y uc make

Cikely to nee C.J1C.6,6 when ,th.e Cognitix Sezgid5 Q6 eke.

and the n5.thtre.t conae mode c e COO cleJced.
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